
Texart™ RT-640 Dye-Sublimation Printer

A Rapidly Growing Market
Sportswear, décor, Point-of-Sale (POS) displays, trade show exhibits and a wide 
range of promotional products are just a few of the many opportunities available 
in dye sublimation printing. The Roland Texart RT-640 dye-sublimation printer was 
designed to provide superb quality, productivity and value with ease of use. Take 
a close look at the stunning output, then add up all the innovative features and 
we think you’ll agree: the RT-640 is simply brilliant.  

It All Starts With the Ink
Roland’s new Texart dye sublimation ink delivers bold, vibrant color, deep, rich 
blacks, subtle gradations and remarkably fine details. The RT-640 can be configured 
as a four-color or eight-color device. In four-color (CMYK) mode, low-VOC Texart 
ink produces bright colors with velvety blacks, improved gray scale and high quality, 
detailed output. In eight-color (CMYKLcLmOrVi) mode, the addition of Orange and 
Violet ink produces an increased color gamut with exceptional reds, oranges, deep 
blues and purples, while Light Cyan and Light Magenta provide subtle gradations 
and beautiful skin tones.

The new Roland bulk ink system includes airtight sealed one liter pouches. The 
proprietary Roland Ink Switching System automatically switches to the backup ink 
pouch when the primary pouch runs out. Further expediting production, you can 
replace an empty pouch without stopping the printer.

Every Detail Has Been Optimized for Exceptional Output, Performance and Value
An advanced, eight-channel print head contains 180 nozzles per channel capable of 
producing seven different droplet sizes for smoother gradations and denser color. 

Texart RT-640

Simply brilliant.

Texart ink is approximately 15% less expensive per liter than conventional 
inks, yet provides outstanding color reproduction. The ink waveform and 
maintenance sequence control technology deliver optimum output and print 
quality. The RT-640 also includes a newly designed media feed adjuster at the 
front and back of the printer that prevents skewing when running transfer paper 
media at high speeds. Enhanced vacuum power keeps paper flat for printing.

Powerful ErgoSoft Roland Edition RIP Included
ErgoSoft Roland Edition is a special edition RIP developed exclusively for 
Roland by ErgoSoft, the premier RIP provider in the sublimation market. 
Support for both 8-color and 4-color printing is provided and it includes 
numerous features especially for sublimation production that combine 
excellent high-speed RIP throughput, image quality and productivity.

Roland Productivity Features Included 
The RT-640 comes with a host of features that boost productivity. The 
newly developed feed adjuster combined with an included take-up system 
facilitates precision unattended printing. The TU-3 take-up system combines a 
convenient front-mounted roller and an advanced tension controlled take-up 
unit for optimum media feeding and tracking. With Roland Printer Assist, you 
can manage your RT-640 remotely when you're in the office using an iPad tablet, 
allowing you to control common printer operations such as test printing and 
cleaning functions.

Exceptional sublimation performance and value.




